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TESTIMONIALS
User experiences with SevenPoint2 products and Recovery with HydroFX

Man, 71 years old
Story: A man after a stroke. In addition, he has a narrowing of the spinal canal, resulting in a loss of sensation in the left leg
 and sometimes a complete loss of control, as reflected by frequent falls. T. No. has been in therapy using molecular hydrogen
 for 2 months – the tenderness in his leg has improved significantly, the falls have stopped.

Commentary:

Stroke is a necrotizing disease of the brain – part of the brain tissue dies and the immune system then carries out a “cleansing
 of the terrain”, which will then either be filled by a scar or an open space will remain. The exact mechanism of action is not yet
 known but a higher dose of molecular hydrogen improves the status of people who have survived a stroke – as well as
 reducing its negative impacts. Regarding the second issue – a narrowed spinal canal pressing on the spinal cord thereby
 worsening the blood supply on one side and on the other the tissue is mechanically irritated resulting in the undermining of the
 transmission of nerve impulses (as a result reduced sensitivity is indicated). Consequently inflammation is developing which
 can also permanently damage the nerve structure. Molecular hydrogen can quench the inflammation and promote the blood
 circulation of the repressed tissue, subsequently restoring nerve function and causing the problems to disappear

Man, 67 years old
Story: In mid-October, he underwent abdominal surgery. A week after his release blood and purulent secretions appeared in
 the post-operative wound, accompanied by an increased temperature. After consulting with the doctor he was treated with
 molecular hydrogen, after five days, the wound began to heal successfully. After ten days he was completely recovered.

Commentary:

Postoperative states are associated with tissue breakdown, an overall weakening of the body (and thus susceptibility to
 infection) and the need for intensive healing of all that was damaged during the surgery. Molecular hydrogen is an excellent
 tool for the prevention of complications associated with surgical interventions. In order for its effect to be as good as possible,
 it’s good to start at least a week before the procedure and proceed immediately after awakening, for  at least as long as
 needed to heal the surgical wounds and damage associated with the surgery to the body.
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Story: woman, 40 years old
The woman suffered from thyroid cancer she was operated on – the entire gland was removed. She was then treated with
 replacement therapy, which caused side effects such as tremors, crying spells, loss of appetite, headache, and weakness in
 the legs. After treatment with therapy using molecular hydrogen these problems were resolved within a few days. As a
 “bonus” after a month and a half of use she visibly lost weight on her legs, her cellulite disappeared, her skin improved and
 her wrinkles diminished.

Story: woman, 30 years old
In January 2013 the initiation of treatment of hypothyroidism – Euthyrox 75 After this medication weight gain of about 5 kg.
 Immense fatigue, insomnia, headaches, joint pain. In August 2013 the beginning of the use of molecular hydrogen, then a
 very significant improvement in health status, a huge increase physical and mental energy, and weight loss of 4 kg. She
 currently continues to use a maintenance dose.

Commentary:

Replacement therapy of thyroid hormones may be very challenging in their manifestations. The body normally produces the
 exact amount of hormones it needs, while tablets regularly deliver a certain amount. It’s unnatural rhythm of the hormonal
 load. Moreover, in a terrain where the body had to deal with the consequences of a cancer and surgery, the consequences
 can occur with even greater force. Molecular hydrogen helps to get rid of substances excluded by tumour metabolism and as
 a result of operations. It also increases the body’s ability to cope with stress, which occurs as a result of taking the medication.
  With the woman tone, a decrease in wrinkles and cellulite.

Man, 35 years old
From May 2013 he used molecular hydrogen at first for a month at elevated doses, after at a maintenance level. His hay fever
 (allergic reaction to pollen) disappeared and he stopped taking antihistamines. As a person who enjoys sports (running,
 walking) during 9 months he lost almost 23 kg.

Male, age not available, sent from the UK
“I started using molecular hydrogen in September 2013, when I was preparing for the triathlon season. As a person who is
 trained and who has competed in sports for decades, I was not expecting any great results. However, I was shocked – during
 the nine-month training I very rarely had aching muscles or accumulated lactic acid in training or in competitions. Also after an
 hour of training when a person normally starts to use ‘deep’ reserves’, on the contrary, I caught a second wind and was able
 to work even harder. My progress this season was incredible. I haven’t seen anything like it during the last 18 years.”

Commentary: 

Molecular hydrogen is very useful for athletes as it quickly promotes a fast flushing of especially  lactic acid from the muscles,
 but also other metabolites resulting from increased physical activity. Besides this also an improving of the rheological
 properties of blood and red blood cells together with oxygen, vitamins and other nutrients occurs, better reaching each cell.
 Consequently, the cells and tissues are well cleansed and nourished and regenerate quickly. Athletes have a much higher
 performance.
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 Woman, 40 years old
She was given molecular hydrogen in the terminal phase of cancer. She suffered from weakness, loss of appetite, severe side
 effects of cancer treatments.  After consulting with a competent physician, she began to use molecular hydrogen at very high
 doses, together with a strict diet. After a week her personal comfort increased so much that she was able to move freely, she
 started eating a normal diet, the other side effects of the therapy also partly subsided.

Commentary: 

Molecular hydrogen has very strong detoxifying effects. The cause of symptoms in cancer patients are tumor-secreted
 metabolites. These are various waste products, hormones, acids (including lacteal), etc. Consequently the body is strongly
 hyperacidic (therefore here together with hydrogen an alkaline strict diet is very helpful) and on the other hand it has to
 manage the onslaught of a large amount of “foreign waste”. Anticancer therapies increase this effect since they induce cell
 death in a variety of tissues (other waste extra) and reduce the body’s natural ability to clean and resist. After the deployment
 of the vigorous hydrogen treatment the results in the form of improved general condition and personal comfort are therefore
 very fast and powerful.

Woman, age not specified
Story: 14 years of bronchial asthma attacks and severe cough. After a week of use of molecular hydrogen the seizures
 stopped. The therapy has gone on for four months without any problems.

Commentary:

Molecular hydrogen has already proven itself in practice in several cases of bronchial asthma in people around me.
 All have repeatedly undergone control in the lung department with improved results, even with lower doses of drugs.
 Molecular hydrogen interferes with the pathological processes through the inflammation “drinking fuel” and thereby being
 extinguished, while corticosteroids suppress the immune system, thereby likewise extinguishing the inflammation, although
 the pathology in the affected area remains unchanged. That is why we recommend molecular hydrogen for all diseases for
 which Western medicine recommends the use of corticosteroids – the desired effect is achieved to an even greater extent, in
 addition to strengthening the potential of the organism

Girl, 15 years old
Story: She had angina, treated with antibiotics. After discontinuation of therapy swelling in the limbs occurred, in full-height the
 circumference of the leg was also twice the normal size, hematoma. red locus (tissue necrosis) the limbs were very hot. the
 left knee was almost the size of a soccer ball. Pediatrician assessed the condition as a toxic reaction to bacteria, with the
 recommendation to “wait until passes”. Increased difficulty with walking, the patient was completely immobile without the aid
 of crutches and assistance. After 2 weeks the mother contacted the doctor saying the condition had not improved, and she
 was advised hospitalization and use of corticosteroids, which the family refused. The girl started to use molecular hydrogen
 with a strict alkaline diet focused on the treatment of the internal environment, activation of the immune system and providing
 necessary minerals for the construction of the affected tissues and joint structures. After three weeks, the girl began to attend
 school again, the fact that her parents bring her there, but there was almost no swelling.

Commentary: 

Here we see a situation where western medicine cannot deal with an unknown or serious problem differently than by its
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 decapitation – if waiting did not work and the mother of the girl was distressed – the doctor simply deployed corticosteroids,
 despite their toxic effects. It’s even stranger on account of the fact that it is questionable whether it would even at all be
 justified by the indications. Nevertheless – after three weeks, the toxic and necrotic damaged tissue was healed enough so
 that the girl could begin returning to a normal life. Given the extent of the damage the length of time for regeneration is
 predictably longer.
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